Caravelle Smart 270 One Piece (Lever) Easy Height Elongated

Inspired by Innovation. The redesigned Caravelle Smart 270 One Piece (Lever) High Efficiency Toilet (HET) exemplifies Caroma’s dedication to simple beauty and Smart Design.

- 1.28/0.8 gallon (4.8/3 litre) dual flush lever handle HET toilet (push lever down for 1.28g/4.8l) flush or pull up for .8g/3l flush
- Available with lever on left (989100W) or right (989900W-R) side of tank
- Large fully glazed, concealed trapway
- Installation adjustability: Can accommodate 10” to 12” rough-in incrementally, and allows for approximately 1” of lateral adjustment.
- Premium MaP Certified at 1000 g
- Watersense Labelled
- ADA Elongated Bowl height 16½”
- Includes 326611W Soft Close - Detachable Seat
- Utilizes Caroma’s Unique Smart Connect™

**DESCRIPTION** | **CODE** | **WEIGHT (LBS)** | **CDN. LIST**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Caravelle Smart 270 One Piece Easy Height Elongated | 103 | 989100W | $689
With Left Hand Lever | 989100W-R
With Right Hand Lever

Additional Highlights

**Smart Connect™**

- Fastest, easiest installation method available for toilets with fully skirted bowls
- Eliminates time consuming need to drill holes into flooring
Caravelle Smart One Piece Easy Height Elongated Toilet

1.28/0.8 gpf (4.8/3 L) Dual Flush HET

### Volume
A modern concept one piece toilet featuring a 1.28/0.8 gpf (4.8/3 lpf) flush volume. Caravelle Smart One Piece Easy Height Elongated left or right lever dual flush high efficiency toilet (HET) is designed to provide a seat height of 17-1/2" (445mm) measured to the top of the toilet seat. The versatility of the Caravelle Smart One Piece Easy Height Elongated toilet makes it ideal for able bodied, ambulant persons with disabilities or for wheelchair users.

### Tank
The tank is an integral part of the toilet with a free fitting lid and is suitable for domestic and light commercial applications. Push down side lever for full flush (1.28 gpf / 4.8 lpf) and pull up side lever for reduced flush (0.8 gpf / 3 lpf). Tank with a right hand lever is available.

### Weight
103 lbs (47.0 kg).

### Fixing
The one piece toilet is fixed to the floor with corrosion resistant screws and closet bowl guard washers and a fixing assembly kit. Bowl is to be bonded to the floor with an approved silicon caulking.

### Seat
The soft close detachable elongated seat is included: Code No. 326611W

### Dimensions
All dimensions are in inches and millimetres and are subject to normal manufacturing variations. Caroma pursues a policy of continuing improvement in design and performance of its products. The right is therefore reserved to vary specifications without notice.

---

### Technical Specifications

**Toilet:** Caravelle Smart One Piece Easy Height Elongated 1.28/0.8 gpf (4.8/3 lpf) dual flush box rim.

**Outlet:** Floor mounted suitable for connection to waste outlet with offset plastic outlet connector for 10" (255mm) to 12" (305mm) rough-in.

**Tank:** The tank is an integral part of the toilet with a free fitting lid and is suitable for domestic and light commercial applications. Push down side lever for full flush (1.28 gpf / 4.8 lpf) and pull up side lever for reduced flush (0.8 gpf / 3 lpf). Tank with a right hand lever is available.

**Water Control Valve:** Standard Bottom Entry -- available as left hand inlet which incorporates a super quiet water control assembly. Internal overflow only.

**Weight:** 103 lbs (47.0 kg).

**Fixing:** The one piece toilet is fixed to the floor with corrosion resistant screws and closet bowl guard washers and a fixing assembly kit. Bowl is to be bonded to the floor with an approved silicon caulking.

**Seat:** The soft close detachable elongated seat is included: Code No. 326611W

**Colors:** White.

---

**Caroma Smart One Piece Easy Height Elongated Toilet: Code No.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lever</th>
<th>Code No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LH Lever</td>
<td>LH inlet 989100W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH Lever</td>
<td>LH inlet 989100R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Note:** All height dimensions to underside of closet bowl. Make allowance for bedding.

**Closet bowl fixing:** The closet bowl should be bedded with an approved silicon caulking.